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DESCRIPTION
Crude oil is transported from the wellhead to the refinery
through barges, tankers, pipelines, trucks, and railroads.
Liquefied natural gas (LNG) tankers and pipelines are used to
transport natural gas.

Tankers transporting oil

A tank vessel, according to the US Coast Guard, is one that is
built or modified to transport oil or hazardous materials in bulk
as cargo or cargo residue. Oil tankers, parcel tankers (chemical
vessels), combination carriers (built to transport oil or solid
commodities in bulk), and barges are all examples of tankers.
The safe shipping of chemical cargoes is governed by
international bulk chemical codes, which provide various levels
of protection against uncontrolled material release. Tank vessels
are classed according to the trade in which they operate on a
regular basis. Crude oil carriers, product carriers (which can
carry both clean (e.g., gasoline, jet fuel) and dirty (e.g., black oils)
cargo, and parcel carriers are the three most prevalent types
(chemicals). Tankers usually stick to one trade, although market
conditions may force a change, despite the fact that changing a
vessel's trade requires a lot of effort.

Crude carriers are divided into two categories: VLCCs (Very
Large Crude Carriers) and ULCCs (Ultra Large Crude Carriers).
They are designed to transport large amounts of crude oil over a
variety of long and heavily used sea routes. Furthermore,
"lightering," or the unloading or transfer of oil from huge
tankers to smaller vessels, is utilized to allow smaller vessels to
enter tiny ports that larger vessels cannot.

Tankers transporting LNG

Transporting compressed natural gas by aboard  tankers  is difficult
due to high pressures and explosions. Natural gas can now be
converted to liquid at extremely low temperatures and delivered
as liquefied natural gas to avoid harmful explosions and  to esure
safety  measurements. The  shear  force  phenomenon  is  caused
by the weight or gravitational and buoyant action experienced

on either side of the bulkhead. Tankers transporting oil from
one U.S. port to another must adhere to the Jones Act, which
stipulates that a vessel must be built in the United States, have a
majority American crew, and be owned by a majority of
Americans. Although waivers have been granted for emergencies,
these criteria significantly reduce the number of vessels available

LNG tankers have two hulls to provide for more ballast water
and additional safety precautions because LNG is lighter than
gasoline. There are currently no licensed vessels to transport
LNG domestically by tanker due to the Jones Act's restrictions.

Pipelines

Gathering systems (wellhead to processing facilities),
transmission lines (supply areas to markets), and distribution
pipes are all examples of pipelines (most commonly to transport
natural gas to medium or small consumer units). Because most
oil travels through pipelines for at least part of its journey, pipes
serve a key role in the transportation process. Pipelines transmit
crude oil to another carrier or directly to a refinery once it is
separated from natural gas.

Tankers, trucks, train tank cars, and pipelines transport
petroleum products from the refinery to the market. As natural
gas output in the United States expands, so does the demand for
new pipeline building. Natural gas transmission pipelines cover
roughly 300,000 kilometers in the United States.

The number of pumping stations and natural gas compression
stations along the line, as well as terminal storage facilities, must
all be determined in order for oil from practically any field to be
delivered to any refinery on demand. Offshore pipelines are
more vulnerable to spills and have a greater environmental
impact than onshore pipelines. However, advances in pipeline
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for domestic oil transportation. 

material and monitoring technologies have increased pipeline
safety and efficiency. Organizations such as the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the American
Petroleum Institute produce standards for pipeline safety in
design and construction (API). The Federal Energy Regulatory



Commission (FERC) oversees natural gas and oil interstate
transportation, as well as LNG terminals and natural gas
pipelines. The Interstate Commerce Commission was in charge
of regulating oil and gas transportation before FERC was
established in 1977.

Barges

The majority of barges are utilized on rivers and canals. They
don't require as much infrastructure as pipelines, but they're
more expensive, convey far less volume, and take longer to load.

railroad infrastructure is typically more expensive than pipeline
infrastructure, it provides a more flexible, alternate path when
pipelines are at capacity. Many petroleum products are
transported by tank truck or railroad tank car from refineries to
markets. Gasoline is delivered to service stations by tank trucks,
and heating oil is delivered to homes by tank trucks.

Tugboats

The rising demand for oil has prompted deeper drilling and the
deployment of larger drilling rigs further offshore, justifying the
construction of larger and more powerful tugs and barges.
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Tank trucks

Historically, railroads were the principal mode of transport for

petroleum. Today, railroads compete with pipelines: while
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